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Financial Health Review Team
To: Members of the East Lansing City Council
From: Michael Moquin, Chair, Financial Health Team
Date: January 4, 2017
RE: Summary Report of Activities of Financial Health Review Team
On February 16, 2016, the East Lansing City Council created the 11-mmber Financial Health Review Team
(“FHT”). The FHT was established to make recommendations to the City Council regarding the financial
health of the City of East Lansing by December 15, 2016. I am pleased to report the FHT completed its
work on December 12, 2016. The Office of the City Manager, Department heads and staff were always
ready and able to help and support, in particular, detailed financial information. The help provided by
the Assistant to the City Manager, and the Communications Coordinator, was invaluable. On behalf of
my esteemed colleagues on the FHT - Jill Rhode, Vice-Chair, Douglas Jester, Aaron Harris, Ray Vlasin,
Mary Schulz (succeeding Dr. Eric Scorsone in late September), Robert Kleine, Tricia Foster, Sue Haka, and
Jeff Hicks - I submit this Report. The FHT was charged with the following mission:
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the committee shall review issues and gather information,
including the use of outside consultants as needed, that is germane to the financial health of the City
and shall, report and make recommendations including, but not limited to, the following:








By July 31, 2016 report and recommend to the City Council means by which the City can
address unfunded liabilities in the City's pension and other post-employment benefits;
Whether, based on the current and projected valuation of real property in the City, the
City should seek a Headlee override;
What, if any, standards, appropriate to the circumstances of the City of East Lansing,
should apply to the grant of development incentives;
Determine short and long-term funding strategies for replacement and repair of City
infrastructure, including but not limited to roads, sidewalks, public buildings, water and
sewer lines, and trails and recreational amenities;
What, if any, changes, enactment, or revisions are warranted to stabilize City finances and
accomplish the above objectives, including but not limited to all current and potential
sources of revenue such as license and permit fees; business and restaurant fees; fines
and forfeitures; bonds; real property taxes; personal property taxes; income taxes; and,
excise fees;
What services the City should provide to its citizens, the sustainability of such services,
the ability to change, reduce or replace such services and whether the City government
is organized in a manner which efficiently and economically can provide such services …

The subjects above led the FHT to create Six Separate Work Groups, to gather information, hold
meetings, prepare draft recommendations, vote at the Group level to approve recommendations
(whether positive or negative), and then submit the Group Recommendations to the full FHT for review
and approval.
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The Groups formed were: Legacy Cost, Development Incentives, Real Property, Infrastructure, Revenue
Options, and Citizen Services and Communications. Each FHT member chose the Work Group they
wished to join, and each member was on at least two Work Groups. Each Group selected its own Chair.
As FHT Chair, I decided to ‘float’ among all groups for purposes of coordinating and managing the
collective efforts. All FHT meetings and Group meetings were held in public, and FHT meeting dates,
agenda, reports and recommendations once approved, were placed on the FHT page of the City’s
website.
Beginning with its inaugural meeting on February 29, 2016, and through the final community forum on
December 12, 2016, the FHT was very busy.

Recommendations

Meetings Held

FHT approval date

1. Pension Legacy Cost
(Summary, and Recommendations)

10

July 20, 2016

2. Real Property

8

September 26, 2016

3. Development Incentives

8

November 14, 2016

4. Citizen Communications and Services

5

November 14, 2016

5. Revenue Options

7

November 14, 2016

6. OPEB Legacy Cost
(Other Post-Employment Benefits)

6

December 12, 2016

7. Infrastructure

11

December 12, 2016

In terms of overall Financial Health Review Team activities, the first meeting was on February 29, 2016,
and the last on December 12, 2016. The FHT met on 12 separate occasions. The Six Work Groups met
55 times. The Citizen Services and Communications Group hosted Six Community forums in the evening
at Hannah Community Center: 6/15, 6/29, 10/13, 11/14, 11/28, and 12/12. The Chair presented at two
neighborhood association meetings, and twice before City Council.
Overall, the Six Work Group, and FHT, approved seven separate sets of Recommendations. In the
aggregate, the full Recommendations totaled 38 pages (excluding Attachments within individual
Recommendations). Prominently, at FHT request and Council approval, two consultant reports were
provided to FHT: The Income Tax Feasibility Study by Plante Moran (dated October 30, 2016), and
Uncompensated Cost of MSU to City of East Lansing’s Public Safety and DPW Budgets (dated October
31, 2016) by Great Lakes Economic Consultants, LLC.
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In the following Forty-Two (42) Recommendations, only the formal Recommendation from each Report
is stated (the full Reports are attached to this document). For convenience sake, the Recommendations
appear in the chronologic order approved by the FHT, and to promote flow, all Recommendations are
numbered sequentially. Beginning with the Real Property Recommendations following the Pension
Recommendations, the original numbering of the Recommendation in the actual report is stated in
brackets after the sequential number. To illustrate, Recommendation 15 is the Fifth Recommendation
in the Real Property Report, and it appears as 15. [ bullet 5].

1. Pension Plan Recommendations (approved 7/20/16)
1. Changes must be made in the City’s pension plan.
Changes must be made in the City’s pension plan, given the fiscal impact of MERS contributions forecast
for the next 5 fiscal years (FY 17—21, Summary @ 5). Prompt implementation of a combination of actions
to reduce future unfunded liabilities through plan design changes, making additional employer pension
contributions, bonding (to a degree consistent with the City’s overall bonding authority limits, after
considering other pressing needs), and possible income tax revenue. Creative financing mechanisms for
police and fire services are available. As of 12/31/2015, police and fire unfunded liabilities comprise 62%
(about $50 million) of the overall City’s unfunded accrued liabilities of $81 million (Summary @ 4).
.
2. No Changes for current retirees under DB plan.
FHT recommends no changes to benefits, in amount or in benefit provisions, received by current DB plan
retirees (and deferred vested members.
3. Increase Employee Contributions for DB covered employees
As a matter of equity, bargain in the future to increase employee contributions to not less than 5.5%
of pay for non-uniformed employees, and 11% for police and fire. Bargaining should take into
consideration the funded level for the employee group (MERS Division), current contribution rate (if
any), and the pattern of compensation increases or concession over the past few years.
4. Revise the DB plan Final Average Compensation limit (‘cap’) on overtime and final payouts.
The City is encouraged to continue to negotiate overtime and personal leave limits in FAC, and work
towards a 240-hour (or less) maximum of final payouts in FAC. Doing so will ameliorate the 5%
contributions ‘load’ and reduce future liabilities.
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5. Bridged Benefit: 2.25% Multiplier for future service in the four open-to-new hires DB police
and fire divisions: #20, 22, 23, and 50.
For three reasons, FHT does NOT recommend negotiating a Bridged Benefit. First, the MERS
Supplemental Valuation indicates that the potential decrease in future liabilities results in lower
immediate contributions—but unless a substantial amount is regularly paid as additional employer
contributions, the funded level in 10 years will be largely the same as now. Secondly, considerable time
and effort would be expended to implement the Bridged Benefit. Finally, and perhaps more significantly,
bridging a defined benefit plan will not allow the City to bond unfunded pension liabilities under 2012
PA 329; see section 9 below.

6. Close open DB Divisions, and place all current employees and new hires in a Hybrid Plan.
It is not recommended that a plan-wide Hybrid enrollment for new hires and current employees be
pursued.
 If pension bonding is to be employed, then the FHT does not recommend negotiating Hybrid for
new hires in the four open DB divisions. DC must be adopted to bond.
 If pension bonding is not to be employed, and new revenue sources exist to pay down unfunded
pension liabilities, then FHT recommends closing all open DB divisions and adopting Hybrid for
new hires only. This is because current DB employees cannot be compelled to enroll in Hybrid,
it is the individual employee’s choice whether to convert to Hybrid. MERS Plan Document section
64(2). More fundamentally, the City is far short of meeting the requirement that the City be 80%
actuarially funded plan-wide and in the specific employee division affected (the City has a 55%
actuarial funded level as of 12/31/2015). MERS Plan Document section 64(1)(c).

7. Close all DC and Hybrid divisions to new hires, with all New hires in DC.
The City should engage expert municipal finance analysts and bond counsel to provide advice on this
subject of long-term fiscal consequences of this critical matter, in conjunction with overall competing
budgetary and revenue projections. Additionally, as the FHT is tasked by the City Council’s Resolution
of February 16, 2016 with forwarding Recommendations on all items under review by December 15,
2016, it is the Financial Health Team’s’ further advice that it is prudent to await review and consideration
of the final recommendations before taking formal action on these pension recommendations.
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8. Close open DB and Hybrid Divisions, and Adopt DC plan for all Future service for current and
new Employees.
The FHT does NOT recommend this option for several reasons.
 Offering current employees in DB or Hybrid the opportunity to enroll in DC or not requires
that the City be 80% actuarially funded (the City has a 55% actuarial funded level as of
12/31/2015). MERS Plan Document section 64(1)(c).
 It is not permissible to compel current employees to enroll in DC for future service;
employees’ possess the right to individually choose whether to enroll in DC or not. MERS
Plan Document section 64(2).
 Recommendation 7 is relied upon.
9. 2012 PA 329: Pension Bonding for Unfunded liabilities if All DB divisions and Hybrid divisions
closed and DC adopted for all new hires.
Consistent with Recommendation 7, the City should engage expert financial analysts and bond counsel
to provide advice on this subject of long-term fiscal consequences of this critical matter, in conjunction
with overall competing budgetary and revenue projections, after receipt of the final FHT
recommendations
10. Explore Financing mechanism for Police and Fire Services under 1988 PA 57.
This item has been referred to the FHT’s Revenue Options Group. As of December 31, 2015, the
unfunded pension liabilities for the police and fire divisions was about $51 million (or about 63%) of the
overall $81 million in unfunded liabilities (Division 14 excluded). It is recommended that PA 57 be
considered as part of potential options, in combination with Recommendations 7 and 9.

2. Real Property (approved 9/26/16)
11. [bullet one] Utilize Real Estate Asset Map and estimated market value of real estate assets to
educate City staff, council, and public on difference between book value and market value. Rationale:
Book value is based on original acquisition value – a conservative value, while market value
demonstrates current values.
12. [bullet two] Utilize Real Estate Asset Map and market value of real estate assets to understand
implications in monetization of assets (net proceeds, additions to tax base) for potential sale or
sale/lease-back. Rationale: Faced with a potential fiscal crisis, this would include assumption on whether
monetization and sale would make sense.
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13. [bullet three]. Place on City website most recent Asset Map and estimated values. Rationale:
Educational & Transparency.
14. [bullet four]. Annually update estate sales. market value of real estate assets annually, 4 to 6
months in advance of budget approval process. Rationale: Market values change constantly, and annual
update is common practice in real estate sales.
15. [bullet five]. Determine operational expense containment and avoidance measure in relation to
the City’s real estate assets.
Rationale: Understand if the real estate assets containing
buildings/operations are efficient – break-even or greater or net loss.
16. [bullet six] Utilize DDA (Downtown Development Authority) district map to present a new
development; whether inside the DDA district and subject to TIF (Tax Increment Financing*) plan, or
outside the DDA district.
* Tax Increment Financing is a public financing method that is used as a subsidy for redevelopment,
infrastructure, and other community-improvement.

3. Development Incentives (approved 11/14/16)
17. [1] Through City Development staff, utilize Real Estate Asset Map (link 1) (as annually updated
by City Assessor), Interview answers (link 2), City and Group input, and market statistics to initially
(and regularly) educate the City staff, council, and public on the impact of new development for the
City.
18. [2] Utilize Real Estate Asset Map (link 1) and DDA boundary (link 3) to understand implications
in approving projects in each geographic location and how economic incentives may differ by
geography.
19. [3] Through outreach and professional organizations in which City staff participate (e.g., the Big
10 City Managers group), encourage best of class sharing of ideas with other like size and Big 10
University towns.
20. [4] Through a process created by City Development staff as approved by Council, establish and
implement a plan to encourage long-term development within the City:
o Providing for flexibility with transparency in the process when considering incentives
o Improve number and quality of Developers through prequalification with high
standards
o Empower and hold City employees accountable for the plan
21. [5] Through clear Guidelines recommended by Development staff, communicate process and
steps leading to council approval, and streamline project approval process to assist in initial expense
containment for the Developer.
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22. [6] Have City Development staff target business, corporate, and institutional occupiers to
determine if any City real estate assets (link 1) could and should be utilized to encourage economic
development.
23. [7] Through direct collaborative meetings between the City and MSU Administration
o Identify complementary AND competing priorities held by the City and MSU
o Determine how MSU may play a greater role in improving economic development in
the City

4. Citizen Services and Communications (approved 11-14-16)
24. [first bullet] Citizen Communications - to improve citizen communications, we recommend the
city undertake a review of the accessibility of its website to community members (particularly
considering potential reductions in citizen communications-see budget information).
Citizens believe the website is not user friendly. The possibility of getting volunteer help to review and
make recommendations to improve website communications capability (perhaps through a volunteer
citizens group…see bullet point three 26] below) would yield benefits for the citizens and city staff.

25. [second bullet] City Services – City staff members were asked to provide proposed budget
reductions at 5% (see attachment A) and 10% of city service personnel and programs to maintain the
viability of the city budget moving forward. The City Manager’s office, Police Department, Fire
Department, General Finance, Library, Human Resources, General Fund, and Parks & Recreation all
provided details regarding the impact of the two levels of reductions on city services and personnel. All
components of the city must stand ready to contribute to the serious shortfall in City revenues. Thus,
we recommend a five percent budget cut managed by the city manager in consultation with the above
units. We do not recommend 5% cuts across each unit, but suggest cuts be chosen to minimize the
impact on East Lansing citizens and city staff.

26. [third bullet] Consultants – City will establish a volunteer network of East Lansing residents and
other interested parties who can assist the city to find and implement creative cost savings using
volunteers (see Attachment B for a proposal).
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5. Revenue Options (approved 11/14/16)
27. [1] To maintain City services at the present level, IT IS RECOMMENDED that Council seek voter
approval of a City Income Tax WITH millage reduction based upon the residential income tax
estimated to be paid.
28. [2] As an alternative to Recommendation 1 [27], seek voter-approval of a Headlee Rollback to
reinstate the City’s 20 mills charter authority.
29. [3] Pension Legacy Cost Recommendation #10 [10], Explore Financing Mechanism for Police and
Fire Services under 1988 PA 57, is incorporated, relied upon and specifically reaffirmed. In addition,
FHT encourages the City Council to actively explore combination of services with neighboring
communities, in the areas of public safety, the district court, and other service consolidations.
30. [4] The City Council is encouraged to continuously review fees for services and permits. The
expense of providing a City service or amenity should include the actual cost to the City, including
compensation and benefits.
31. [5] In the context of Revenue Options, the second Recommendation [25] of the Citizen
Communications and Services Group, for a 5% budget reduction, is noted with approval and endorsed.

6. Retiree Health Care (OPEB) Recommendations (approved 12/12/16)
32. [1] For current employees in those divisions where the City will pay 100% or 97% of the cost once
entitled to retiree health benefit coverage, bargain to implement a minimum of 10% retiree & spouse
share of the cost.
State of Michigan Civil Service employees and retirees pay 10% of the cost of retiree health care, until
Medicare coverage begins, then the State pays the expense for a secondary-to-Medicare Part B and D
plan.
33. [2] Study moving Medicare-eligible retirees from the present Medicare Advantage Plan to a
comparable Medigap plan.
34. [3] Study the feasibility of not requiring contributions from a retiree/spouse upon reaching age
seventy-five.
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35. [4] Establish and monitor a robust program for verifying beneficiary health care entitlement
(must be married at MERS retirement date); and annual verification of no health coverage available at
either the retiree’s or spouse’s current, post-retirement place of employment.
Additionally, implement (if not in place a ‘death check’ program) using the Social Security database
(perhaps MERS’ database) to promptly remove a deceased retiree/spouse from health coverage.

36. [5] Bonding for OPEB under 2012 PA 329 is NOT recommended.
The Pension Plan Recommendations, #6, 7 and 9 discussed, and #9 [9] did recommend, that pension
bonding be explored by the City. OPEB total liability is $54 million, with $13 million in assets, and
unfunded liability of $41 million. In contrast, pension plan total liability is $182 million, with $100 million
in plan assets, and unfunded liability of almost $82 million. The City has made considerable strides in
revising retiree health care availability in many employee groups, increasing the retiree/spouse
contributions, raising the earliest age for health care benefits to be provided, and a host of other actions.
For all these reasons, all actions which can further decrease plan liabilities should be explored and taken
and the impact assessed on OPEB liabilities, prior to serious consideration of future OPEB bonding.
37. [6] The City is encouraged to redouble its cost containment initiatives with its Health Care Task
Force, as it is clear that such efforts have a measurable positive impact in decreasing (or severely
limiting any increase in) actuarial OPEB liabilities.
Some areas to explore are: over the phone medical assistance, self-insured options, City directly
employing physicians (as in a City-sponsored medical clinic), consumer cost comparison for costly
services with a sharing of the savings going back to the user. Such actions open up possibilities for the
adding of such ‘savings’ as RHFV contributions so that payment toward the unfunded liabilities may
occur, the funded level increase, and required City contributions become more stable and level.

7. Infrastructure (approved 12/12/16)
38. [1] Water and Sewer: We recommend that all necessary work and projects be financed by
 State Revolving Fund bonds for sewers, waste water recovery facilities, and water
system improvements, and
 Increases in water and sewer rates.
We endorse the November 21, 2016 Memorandum from the Director of Public Works, (Attachment 1, p
3) projecting water and sewer rate increases over 8 years, to finance completion of the required projects
within 24 years.
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39. [2] Streets and Sidewalks: We recommend creation of a dedicated fund, with Voter approval.
Dedicated revenue sources are not dependent on the City’s General Fund on which there are multiple
competing demands.
A dedicated fund is essential for a disciplined and sustainable continuous schedule of street and
sidewalk replacement, maintenance, repair and upkeep. We endorse Attachment 1, p 3, to finance
street and sidewalk work on a 24-year cycle: with dedicated funding, annual (and variable) general fund
financing of $1.8 million to $2.1 million projected over 8 years will not be required.

40. [3] Parks and Recreation (including Hannah Community Center): We recommend creation of a
dedicated fund, with voter approval. Dedicated revenue sources are not dependent on the City’s
General Fund on which there are multiple competing demands.
A dedicated fund is essential for a disciplined and sustainable continuous schedule of ongoing necessary
repairs to Parks and Recreation facilities. We endorse the November 22, 2016 Memorandum from
Timothy McCaffrey, Director of Parks & Recreation, detailing Capital Reinvestment “Necessary” Needs
for Facilities on a recommended 15-year cycle, and “Necessary” capital improvements replacement
schedule on a the recommended 25-year cycle.
41. [4] Dedicated funds to implement Recommendations 2 [39] and 3 [40] could be created as a
component of a Headlee Rollback re-instating the City’s 20 mill charter authority (from the present
17.5891 mills), with millage revenues generated by 2.4109 mills spread on an annual basis into
separate funds:
 Streets and Sidewalks Fund, 1.6876 mills (about $1.8 million), and
 Parks and Recreation Fund, 0.7233 mills (about $633,000).
This recommendation might mean that each year, transfer of about $267,000 from the general fund
would be needed (difference between dedicated amounts in Recommendations 4 [41] and 5 [42]), after
it has been determined that project efficiencies or other sources of funds are not available. This details
Revenue Recommendation # 2 [28].
42. [5] Dedicated funds to implement Recommendations 2[39] and 3[40] could be created as a
component of a voter-approved City Income Tax (with, or without, a residential property tax millage
reduction), with income tax revenues of $2.7 million spread on an annual basis into separate dedicated
funds:
 Streets and Sidewalks Fund $1.9 million, and
 Parks and Recreation Fund, $800,000.
This details Revenue Recommendation # 1 [27].
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Pension Legacy Cost - Summary
Revised July 13, 2016

The City of East Lansing began participating in the
Municipal Employees Retirement System (MERS) on
November 1, 1947.i A municipality joins MERS by action
of its governing body (City Council). A municipality may
withdraw from MERS by vote of the People, and must as
a condition of withdrawal have on deposit with MERS
market assets equal to 120% of its accrued pension
liabilities (Plan Section 11).ii Annual contributions must
be made to maintain the 120% funded level.iii This
protection of accrued pension benefits flows from the
Michigan Constitution of 1963, article 9, section 24.iv
MERS invests the separate trust assets of its participating
entities on a commingled basis. Benefit liabilities are
solely those of the individual entity. No assets of one
municipality may be used or borrowed by another.
The actuarial ‘condition’ of each MERS defined benefit
plan is contained in a detailed report, the Annual
Actuarial Valuation (AAV). The Valuation uses financial
data, benefit provisions in the plan, and participant
data. It determines the municipality’s the liabilities and
contribution rates for the upcoming fiscal year for the
municipality. The City’s December 31, 2015 AAV was
received on June 9, 2016, and determines the City’s
contribution rates for the fiscal year beginning July 1,
2017.
EAST LANSING’S MERS PLAN AS OF DECEMBER 31,
2015

Distinguished Professor Emeritus, MSU

James Butler
Director of Urban Revitalization Division,
Michigan State Housing Development
Authority

Robert J. Kleine
Former Treasurer of the State of Michigan

East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark
Meadows, Mayor Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik
Altmann, Shanna Draheim and Susan Woods.

1. Participants.
There are 272 active employees covered in 21 separate
groups (divisions); 146 in the defined benefit planV,
and 126 in the hybrid benefit plan. This is less than
the 2014 AAV active member count of 278 employees.
Retirees and beneficiaries total 355 (345 in 2014 AAV),
plus 75 (71 in 2014 AAV) former employees entitled
to future benefits. Annual pension benefit payments
were $11,354,535 (in 2005, the pension payroll was
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$5,734,827). The average pension benefit is $31,984vi, with a recipient’s average age 68.9 years.
2. Defined benefit (‘pure’ defined benefit)vii or ‘hybrid’ benefitviii, is in effect in 21 Divisions.ix
There is a broad array of benefit multipliers (from 2.75% in Police divisions #02, 20 and 21, and
Fire division #05), 2.5%, with 2.25% typical in other divisions), unreduced retirement benefit age
(eg, age 50 with 25 years for most Police and Fire, and others), and reduced retirement eligibility
(age 55 with 15 years’ service). 10 year vesting is standard, age 60 is normal retirement age,
employee contributions vary from 0% to 6.7%, all divisions but one has 3 year averaging for final
compensation. A non-compounded 2.5% COLA (Benefit E-2) is in effect in 4 divisions: Police
divisions #02, 20, and 21) and Fire division #05.
a. Fifteen (15) defined benefit divisions are closed to new hires.
• 3 divisions are fully closed (#12 Defined Contribution for new hires 7/1/2006, #14 Defined
Contribution for new hires 7/1/2007, and #16 has had no active employees for many years)
• 9 divisions (# 01, 08,10,13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21) specify that all new hires effective11/1/2010 are in the
Hybrid Benefit Plan, division HA.
• 1 division (#11) closed and all new hires effective 7/1/2011 are in Hybrid Benefit division HB
• 2 divisions are closed (#02 Police and 05 Fire), with all new hires in Defined Benefit divisions #23
Police or #50 Fire.
b. Four (4) defined benefit divisions are open to new hires (Police divisions #20,22, 23 Police, and Fire
#50).
c. Hybrid benefits are in effect 2 divisions (HA or HB).
Division HA contains all new hires since 11/1/2010 from the 9 closed divisions identified in the
second bullet above. Division HB contains all new hires since 7/1/2011 from closed division
#11 (third bullet above). Both HA and HB provide a benefit at age 60. There is a defined
benefit component with a 1.5% benefit multiplier, 6 year vesting, and 3 year averaging for final
compensation. No employee contributions are allowed. Hybrid also has a defined contribution
component (possible employer contributions, and employee contributions).
3. Funded Level of the Plan: components.
a. Employee Contributions. The City has a very mature DB plan, with more pension recipients (355,
plus 71 entitled to future benefits) than active employees (272)X. This trend will continue, as most
new hires are now in the Hybrid plan. Additionally, since no employee contributions are allowed in
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the Hybrid plan with 126 members, the only employee contributions may come from the DB plan’s
146 employees—of whom 113 make required employee contributions, and 33 no contributions. In
2005, employees contributed $236,801; in 2015, $255,686.xi
b. Employer Contributions. As the public sponsor of the plan, the City is constitutionally obligated
(see fn 4) to make the annual required contribution minus employee contributions. In 2005, the City
contribution was $2,590,160; in 2015, it had doubled to $5,863,235.xii
c. Pension Benefit Payments. In 2005, the plan paid out $5,734,827 in benefits; in 2015, the amount
paid out doubled to $11,354,535.xiii
d. Investment Income. In 2005, the City was credited with $5,562,303 in investment income, less
than benefits paid. At that time, the City plan had $91,500,724 in assets. In 2015, the City was
credited with $4,833,627 in investment income, reflecting a 5.21% rate of return, while benefits paid
out were $11,354,535, and plan assets were $100,232,355.xiv
e. Actuarial accrued liabilities (AAL).
• In 2005, the City had $123,228,403 AAL, plan assets of $91,500,724, and a funded level of 74%.
Unfunded AAL was $31,727,679.
• In 2015, the City had $182,024,044 AAL (47% increase in 10 years), plan assets of $100,232,355
(9.5% increase), and a funded level of 55% (a drop of 19% in funded level, which equates to a 25.6%
decrease since 2005). Unfunded AAL was $81,791,689 (258% increase in 10 years).xv
4. City’s ranking among MERS DB-plan municipalities re: unfunded AAL and funding level.
As of 12/31/14, the aggregate MERS-wide funded percent for all units was 79% (and 78% the prior
valuation year). Four Hundred Sixty Two (462) units of the 713 units are funded at 70% or higher. Of
the 713 active units in MERS, 201 are cities with DB plans Note that the revised MERS assumptions
for the 2015 valuation year will result in some significant changes to the information in this section,
in the form of higher AAL and decreased funded percentage.
a. There are 12 cities having over 100% funded level: these are the cities of Albion, Bangor,
Bloomfield Hills, Buchanan, Dearborn, Laingsburg, Onaway, Reading and Ypsilanti
(and three cities with completely closed DB plans, Marine City, Stanton, and
Twin City [Caspian and Stambaugh] Public Safety Authority).
b. From the 713 active DB units (12/31/2014), the highest dollar amount of actuarial accrued
liability (AAL), in descending order down to $100 million AAL, and funded percentage are:
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• City of Flint, $550 million, 48.0%
• Hurley Medical Center, $542 million, 77.9%
• Ingham County, $406 million, 70.8%
• Muskegon County, $252 million, 73.0%
• Ottawa County, $239 million, 90.0%
• SMART, $225 million, 74.4%
• City of East Lansing, $169 million, 58.1%
• Clinton-Eaton-Ingham CMH, $152 million, 79.5%
• Alpena Regional MC, $152 million, 80.0%
• City of Port Huron, $144 million, 62.7%
• City of Saginaw, $144 million, 48.7%
• Saginaw County,$143 million, 97.7% after bonding.
• Eaton County, $137 million, 63.4%
• City of Midland, $136 million, 60.2%
• City of Battle Creek, $133 million, 66.6%
• City of Holland, $125 million, 66.0%
• City of Westland, $124 million, 46.8%
• Livingston County, $121 million, 74.6%
• Charter Township of Canton, $108 million, 71.0%
• City of Wayne, $107 million, 66.2%
• Shiawassee County, $105 million, 70.0%
• City of Muskegon, $102 million, 88.3%
• Lapeer County, $102 million, 88.2%.
COMMENTARY
In 2005, the City’s plan was in relatively good funded condition for a mature pension plan at 74%.
By 2015, the plan’s actuarial funded condition had deteriorated. Among the causes:
• The national and global economy has been very challenging for all pension plans, including
public pension plan investment professionals. MERS is governed by Michigan’s Public Employee
Retirement System Investment Act.xvii This law sets up specific investment categories and
requirements, in order that investment fiduciaries for all Michigan public pension plans invest in
a prudent manner. From 2008 to 2015, with the City making all required contributions, annual
pension payments were greater than investment income in each year.
• Every 5 years MERS actuary performs a study of the actuarial experience of all participating
units during a consecutive 5 year period. This tests the operation of assumptions and the actual
plan experience. From the Actuarial Experience Study, the Actuary may propose new or revised
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assumptions, and upon Board approval, any changes will take effect as directed by the Board. The
most recent Study was completed in 2015 (for the period 2009--2013) and several changes were
recommended in the Study. These are detailed in 2015 AAV, pp 5-6. In general, the changes may
be viewed as more conservative funding requirements (eg, lower investment return assumption from
8% to 7.75% net of expenses, adoption of a fixed, declining period of years over which all unfunded
AAL must be paid off (like a mortgage), change from 10 years smoothing of investment return to 5
years effective in 2016, adjust the mortality table to reflect longer lifetimes). Over the last 15 years,
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) has released a number of public pension
disclosure standards, which have been of a conservative nature as well. This trend is here to stay.
• The 2015 AAV reflects the Experience Study changes approved by the MERS Board. These changes
had the effect of decreasing the City’s 2015 actuarial funded level by 3% (to 55%, from 58% where it
otherwise would have been under the 2014 assumptions). The assumption changes increased the City’s
total pension liability by $8,215,186 (GASB 68 information, p 55). Also, the actuarial funded level of
55% is the equivalent to a market value of assets of 49%. 2015 AAV p 10, and Table 4. Finally, the City’s
contribution rates for FY 2017 contained in the 2015 AAV using the revised assumptions are 13% higher
than under the prior assumptions: 2015 AAV, p 6.
• The City’s 2015 unfunded AAL of $ 81,791,689, may be broken out for general city employees,
police, and fire under Table 6.
General Employees: Divisions 01(HA), 08(HA), 10(HA), 11(HB), 12, 14, 15(HA), 16, 17(HA), 18(HA), 19 (HA), HA
and HB:
$31,056,753 (38%)
Police: Divisions 02, 13(HA), 20,21 (HA), 22, and 23:
$24,134,872(29.5%)
Fire: Divisions 05 and 50:
$26,600,064 (32.5%)

• The annual required employer contribution (which is paid on a monthly basis) is comprised of
two portions. The first is normal cost, which represents the actuarial cost for the benefits accrued
by active city employees during the applicable fiscal year.xviii The second portion is payment on the
unfunded AAL, payment towards the overall liabilities for past service. It is the difference between
estimated pension benefits and assets on deposit to pay for them.
The 2014 AAV set the employer contributions for the current Fiscal Year starting July 1, 2016. See
Table 1.

Normal cost:
Unfunded AAL:
Total:

FY 2016
$1,701, 528 27.2%
$4,563,516 72.8%.
$6,265,044
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• The City’s annual required contribution to MERS (Defined Benefit plus Hybrid DB portion) starting
with Fiscal year 2017 forecast under the 2015 AAV using the revised assumptions is 13% higher than
estimated in the 2014 AAV. See p 6 of 2015 AAV.
FY 2017-2021 City of
FY 17*
FY 18
FY19
East Lansing 5 Year
Forecast (2/13/2016)
$6,479,210 $7,107,693 $7,825,570
*FY 2017 Final Budget, Account Numbers 6210, 6211, 6212, and 6222.

2015 MERS AAV p 14#

$6,996,576

$7,818,156

FY20

FY21

$8,600,302

$9,339,928

$8,689,344

$9,636,372

$10,507,680

Assuming 7.75% return, and 5 year phase-in of revised assumptions
NO 5 year phase-in

$7,714,752

$8,302,392

$8,946,648

$9,608,400

$10,351,332

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Assuming 6.75% return
NO 5 year phase-in

$9,188,748

$9,804,468

$10,478,820

$11,191,320

$11,911,236

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Assuming 5.75% return
No 5 year phase-in

$10,849,320

$11,499,576

$12,216,768

$12,984,084

# includes Division 14; reimbursed contribution of $128,316 (FY 17). 2015 AAV, p 15.
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• The 2015 smoothed rate of actuarial investment return was 5.21% for the year. 2015 AAV, p 10. In order
to view the several investment return scenarios and contribution rates immediately above, and future
potential rates of return specified, it is useful to examine MERS recognized rates of return since 2005.
Appendix, pp 28-30, of the 2015 AAV.
Calendar year
2005:
2006:
2007:
2008:
2009:
2010:
2011:
2012:
2013:
2014:
2015:

Smoothed return
6.51%
8.14%
8.12%
4.73%
5.30%
5.74%
5.19%
5.42%
6.04%
5.90%
5.21%

Market return
6.24%
12.61%
7.89%
(25.59%)
17.10%
13.94%
1.83%
10.41%
14.47%
6.13%
(1.74%)

2005—2015
Average Smoothed Rate of Return:
Average Market Rate of Return:

6.03% (66.30/11)
5.75% (63.29/11)

2011—2015
Average Smoothed Rate of Return:
Average rate of Market Return:

5.55% (27.76/5)
6.22% (31.10/5)

END
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REFERENCES
i

MERS is a statutory independent public corporation, with over 800 Michigan municipalities, courts and
Indian Tribal Governments participating in defined benefit, hybrid benefit, or defined contribution
programs. MERS is governed by the Municipal Employees Retirement Act of 1984, Michigan Compiled
Law 38.1501 -.1558, the MERS Plan Document, the Internal Revenue Code as applicable to governmental
pension plans, and other laws.

ii

http://www.mersofmich.com/portals/0/Assets/PageResources/MERS/PlanDocument/Pension/MERSPlanDocument_
Section11.pdf
iii

https://employerportal.mersofmich.com/SharepointFormsService/Default.aspx?FormName=form_90.pdf

iv

The accrued financial benefits of each pension plan and retirement system of the state and its political
subdivisions shall be a contractual obligation thereof which shall not be diminished or impaired thereby.
Financial benefits arising on account of service rendered in each fiscal year shall be funded during that year and
such funding shall not be used for financing unfunded accrued liabilities.
v

Data from City of East Lansing 12/31/2015 Annual Actuarial Valuation.
The average MERS benefit from 35,754 MER retirees in 2014 was $20,224, with an average age of 69.0 years. 12/31/14
Consolidated AAV for all MERS defined benefit plans, at p 6. Note that this summary contains information from the
most-recent Consolidated AAV; the 2015 report will be available later this year.
vii
“Pure” defined benefit provides a benefit at retirement age: benefit multiplier (eg, 2.0% each work year) x years of
service x final average compensation. An example: 2% x 15 years x $36,000 = $10,800 benefit (.30% of $36,000).
viii
Hybrid benefit provides a benefit at age 60. It has a defined benefit component with a 1.5% benefit multiplier.
Using the prior example, 1.5% x 15 years x $36,000 = $8,100 (.225% of $36,000). It also has a defined contribution
component (possible employer contributions, and employee contributions).
ix
The specific benefits in effect in each Division are shown in Appendix pp 1-6
x
In 1955, MERS-wide, there were 7.5 active employees for each retiree; in 2005, the ratio was 1.8, and in 2014, 1.0.
See 12/31/14 Consolidated AAV for all MERS defined benefit plans, p 11.
xi
See Table 5 from AAV.
xii
Id. Table 5.
xiii
Id.
xiv
Id.
xv
See Table 7, 2015 AAV.
xvi
All data in this section 4 from 12/31/14 MERS Consolidated Valuation
xvii
1965 PA 314, Michigan Compiled Law 38.1132 -.1141.
xviii
This implements the funding command of article 9 section 24 of the Michigan Constitution. See fn iv.
xix
Data compiled from 12/31/14 Consolidated AAV for all MERS defined benefit plans, Appendix A, at p 13. The
unfunded UAAL is comprised of retired liability of $115,384,022 plus vested deferred member liability of $3,551,906.
The UAAL total also includes pending refund of employee contributions of $35,520.
vi
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1. Changes must be made to the City’s pension plan.
FHT First Recommendation
Changes must be made in the City’s pension plan,
given the fiscal impact of MERS contributions forecast
for the next 5 fiscal years (FY 17—21, Summary @ 6).
Prompt implementation of a combination of actions
to reduce future unfunded liabilities through plan
design changes, making additional employer pension
contributions, bonding (to a degree consistent with the
City’s overall bonding authority limits, after considering
other pressing needs), and possible income tax revenue.
Creative financing mechanisms for police and fire
services are available. As of 12/31/2015, police and fire
unfunded liabilities comprise 62% (about $50 million)
of the overall City’s unfunded accrued liabilities of $81
million (Summary @ 4).
2. No changes for current retirees under DB plan.

Former Treasurer of the State of Michigan

East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark
Meadows, Mayor Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik
Altmann, Shanna Draheim and Susan Woods.

Accrued pension benefits of state and local government
retirees are constitutionally protected under the
1963 Michigan Constitution, article 9 section 24 from
diminishment or impairment. Conditions may be
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changed for current employees so long as what has been accrued is not diminished or impaired.
Section 24 also requires that benefits accrued in a fiscal year be funded in that year, and that no
current service contributions may be used to finance unfunded accrued liabilities.
FHT Second Recommendation
FHT recommends no changes to benefits, in amount or in benefit provisions, received by current
DB plan retirees and deferred vested members.
3. Increase Employee Contributions for DB covered employees.
Under the Hybrid Plan, no employee contributions are allowed (a limited exception does not apply
to the City’s plan). There are currently 126 employees in the Hybrid Plan.
In the DB (non-Hybrid) plan, there are 146 employees, of which 113 have required employee
contributions (33 employees have no required contributions). For general employees, the
contribution rates range from 0% in 2 groups, 1% in 5 groups, 3% in 2 groups, to a high of 6.7%
in one group. Police and Fire employees are not covered by Social Security: Fire #05 has a 5%
employee contribution and Fire #50 has a 0% (zero) contributions. Police #23 has 0%; #13 has 1%; #
02 has 2%; #20 has 3%, and #21 has 4%.
For the City’s 2015 valuation year, employee contributions totaled $256,686; the City contribution
was $5,863,235. As of 12/31/2014, the average employee contributions under MERS’ 700+ DB plans
was 5.5% of pay.
FHT Third Recommendation
As a matter of equity, bargain in the future to increase employee contributions to not less than
5.5% of pay for non-uniformed employees, and 11% for police and fire. Bargaining should take into
consideration the funded level for the employee group (MERS Division), current contribution rate (if
any), and the pattern of compensation increases or concession over the past few years.
4. Revise the DB plan Final Average Compensation limit (‘cap’) on overtime and final payouts.
Due to higher-than-expected final average compensation, the City has been assessed a 5%
contributions ‘load.’ Higher than expected FAC reflects lump sum payouts at termination
of employment for personal and vacation, and extra overtime pay during the final years of
employment in the FAC period.
FHT Fourth Recommendation
The City is encouraged to continue to negotiate overtime and personal leave limits in FAC, and work
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towards a 240 hour (or less) maximum of final payouts in FAC. Doing so will ameliorate the 5%
contributions ‘load’ and reduce future liabilities.
5. Bridged Benefit: 2.25% Multiplier for future service in the four open-to-new hires DB police
and fire divisions: #20, 22, 23, and 50.
The Bridged Benefit plan is not available for employees in the Hybrid plan (MERS Plan Document
section 26(3)). At retirement, a member’ bridged benefit is the combined sum of: the accrued
benefit amount using the existing pension multiplier as of the date of the benefit change, plus
the benefit earned after the benefit change, determined under the new pension multiplier. An
employer may permissibly lower future pension accruals, and thereby reduce future liabilities for
future service. ‘Frozen FAC’ for the accrued past benefit, and use of ‘termination date FAC’ for
future service, reduces liabilities more than use of ‘termination date FAC’ for past and future benefit
segments.
MERS Supplemental Valuation of July 13, 2016, determined the actuarial impacts of ‘frozen
FAC’ and ‘termination date FAC’ for Fire Division 05. While this is not one of four divisions shown
above, the results of the Valuation may be viewed as indicative. The current pension multiplier is
2.75%, and the future multiplier of 2.25% as of July 1, 2016. No other current benefit provisions are
changed, including the 5% employee contribution rate. The Valuation studies two options. Option
A (SV @ 9-11) includes overtime in pensionable pay as reflected in the current 5% Final Average
Compensation load. It would reduce future liabilities by active employees by $3.7 million (from
$26.6 million to $22.9 million); increase the division funded level by 3.7% (from 48.9% to 52.6%);
and lower the annual City contributions in FY 2017 by $361,000 (from $2.148 million to $1.786
million). Option B (SV @ 12-14) assumes base wages only, and 5% FAC load. It would reduce future
liabilities by active employees by $3.48 million (from $26.6 million to $23.1 million); increase the
division funded level by 3.5% (from 48.9% to 52.4%); and lower the annual City contributions in
FY 2017 by $393,000 (from $2.148 million to $1.755 million). Under both options, unless the City
makes additional, ongoing employer contributions, by FY 2027, the funded ratios are between
46%-47%, which would have been the case had no benefit changes been made. Actuarial liabilities
are lower than would be the case without changes ($57.3 million) under both options by FY 2027
(option A, $6.5 million less, and option B, $7.2 million).
FHT Fifth Recommendation
For three reasons, FHT does NOT recommend negotiating a Bridged Benefit. First, the MERS
Supplemental Valuation indicates that the potential decrease in future liabilities results in lower
immediate contributions—but unless a substantial amount is regularly paid as additional employer
contributions, the funded level in 10 years will be largely the same as now. Secondly, considerable
time and effort would be expended in an effort to implement the Bridged Benefit. Finally, and
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perhaps more significantly, bridging a defined benefit plan will not allow the City to bond
unfunded pension liabilities under 2012 PA 329; see section 9 below.
6. Close open DB Divisions, and place all current employees and new hires in a Hybrid Plan.
When a Hybrid Plan is adopted for new hires, and assuming the pension multiplier is less than the
existing multiplier in the DB plan, this change reduces future service DB liabilities for the new hires.
This has been the experience for the City’s hybrid plan. Presently, there are 4 divisions with an open
DB plan for new hires that have not adopted Hybrid: Police Divisions #20, 22, 23, and Fire Division
#50. Hybrid future service for current defined benefit members has appeal, but is problematic.
Additionally, since Hybrid has a defined benefit element, under MERS policies, the employer
contribution rate may be based on a blended rate for DB and Hybrid Divisions. If not blended, then
substantially higher Employer contribution rate results due to accelerated amortization for closed
DB divisions.
It would be desirable to have all new hires in Hybrid plans, and all DB divisions closed to new hires
with current employees enrolled in Hybrid. This would permit lower employer contribution rates for
future service for new hires and current employees. The City’s two hybrid plans while relatively new
are presently overfunded. The MERS Supplemental Valuation of July 13, 2016 (Option 3, at pp 2127) indicates that adoption of Hybrid for open DB divisions (new hires and current DB employees)
would slow the increase in liabilities. For example, in FY2017, accrued liabilities for the City plan are
estimated at $173 million, a funded ratio of 58%, and employer annual contributions of $6.8 million.
In 10 years, in FY 2027, accrued liabilities are estimated at $189.7 million, a funded ratio of 54% (on
the upswing), and annual employer contributions of $10.5 million. Similar to the Bridged Benefit
discussion in Section 5, regular additional employer contributions would be needed to increase the
funded level.
IF pension bonding for unfunded liabilities under 2012 PA 329 (see section 9 below) is a desired
goal, then such bonding is available only if Defined Contribution for new hires is adopted. However,
Michigan Department of Treasury advises (July 8, 2016) it is not necessary that DC be adopted for
new hires in ALL divisions (City-wide). Per Treasury’s example, if a municipality has 10 DB divisions,
and 6 are closed with DC adopted for new hires, you can bond UAL in those 6 divisions; all bond
proceeds must be dedicated to those 6 divisions only. FHT believes pension bonding of a significant
portion of unfunded liabilities under PA 329 may be both desirable and necessary, unless other
substantial funding options through new revenues exist.
FHT Sixth Recommendation
It is NOT recommended that a plan-wide Hybrid enrollment for new hires and current employees
be pursued.
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• If pension bonding is to be employed, then the FHT does not recommend negotiating Hybrid for
new hires in the four open DB divisions. DC must be adopted in order to bond.
• If pension bonding is not to be employed, and new revenue sources exist to pay down unfunded
pension liabilities, then FHT recommends closing all open DB divisions and adopting Hybrid for
new hires only. This is because current DB employees cannot be compelled to enroll in Hybrid, it
is the individual employee’s choice whether to convert to Hybrid. MERS Plan Document section
64(2). More fundamentally, the City is far short of meeting the requirement that the City be 80%
actuarially funded plan-wide and in the specific employee division affected (the City has a 55%
actuarial funded level as of 12/31/2015). MERS Plan Document section 64(1)(c).
7. Close all DB And Hybrid divisions to new hires, with all new hires in DC.
By completely closing the open DB and Hybrid plans, and placing all new hires in DC, the employer
reduces future service DB and H liabilities for new hires. To adopt DC, each city division must be at
least 50% funded; divisions #05, 17, 20 and 21 are not. Assets can be transferred from other divisions
that are over (and must remain post-transfer at least) 50% funded; MERS Plan Document section
48(1)), so this is not a barrier. Not seeking the conversion of current employees from DB to DC is
the simplest approach, as it does not invoke the MERS requirement that the City plan be at 80%
funded level as must the affected DB division, and the ultimate reality that conversion is a matter of
individual employee choice.
However, the direct consequence of closing a DB division with new hires in DC is a rapid increase in
employer contributions due to accelerated amortization of unfunded AAL for DB (Hybrid typically
has no unfunded AAL). The MERS Supplemental Valuation of July 13, 2016 (Option 1, at pp 5-12)
contains a 10 year projection. Page 9 indicates that in FY 17, actuarial liabilities of $182 million,
valuation assets of $100.2 million, with a 55% funded level. The FY 17 annual contribution (for
DB and for DC) is $7.2 million. By 2026, actuarial liabilities are $203.9 million, valuation assets are
$112.6 million, with a 55% funded level (on the upswing). However, the FY 26 annual contributions
(for DB and DC) is $13. 1 million (page 9 of Supplemental Valuation). Whether this rapid increase in
employer contributions is acceptable is a substantial decision, since the City becomes eligible to
bond unfunded liabilities under 2012 PA 329 by closing the DB and Hybrid divisions and adopting
DC for new hires.
IF the City decided to bond under PA 239 an amount of $41 million of unfunded liability in 2017,
for example, the Supplemental Valuation (p 10) states the City’s FY 19 liabilities are $189 million,
assets are $142 million, and the plan has a 75% funded level. By FY 26, actuarial liabilities are $203.9
million, valuation assets are $149.6 million, with a 73% funded level (on the upswing). From the
amount of $5.96 million employer contributions (DB and DC) in FY 19, by FY 26 the employer
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annual contribution (for DB and DC) is $8.87 million. Of course, the City will owe debt service on
the pension bond, and that would need to be factored in. Option 4 (pp 30-33) of the Supplemental
Valuation shows the impact of not touching the 5 open DB public safety divisions, while bonding
half or 100% of the unfunded liabilities for non-public safety open or closed hybrid linked divisions.
The point there is that great flexibility exists.
FHT Seventh Recommendation
The City should engage expert municipal finance analysts and bond counsel to provide advice
on this subject of long-term fiscal consequences of this critical matter, in conjunction with overall
competing budgetary and revenue projections. Additionally, as the FHT is tasked by the City
Council’s Resolution of February 16, 2016 with forwarding Recommendations on all items under
review by December 15, 2016, it is the Financial Health Team’s’ further advice that it is prudent to
await review and consideration of the final recommendations before taking formal action on these
pension recommendations.
8. Close open DB and Hybrid Divisions, and Adopt DC plan for all Future service for current and
new Employees.
This is similar to the preceding section, and would mean that there would be no future service
unfunded pension liabilities for current employees. This is known as a ‘hard pension freeze.’
FHT Eighth Recommendation
The FHT does NOT recommend this option for a number of reasons.
• Offering current employees in DB or Hybrid the opportunity to enroll in DC or not requires that the
City be 80% actuarially funded (the City has a 55% actuarial funded level as of 12/31/2015). MERS
Plan Document section 64(1)(c).
• It is not permissible to compel current employees to enroll in DC for future service; employees’
possess the right to individually choose whether to enroll in DC or not. MERS Plan Document
section 64(2).
• Recommendation 7 is relied upon.
9. 2012 PA 329: Pension Bonding for Unfunded liabilities for those DB divisions and Hybrid
divisions that are closed and DC adopted for all new hires in those divisions.
Whether bonding for pension liabilities is desirable, even if the City is eligible to do so, is a
complicated matter. PA 329 also permits bonding to be used to fund OPEB (retiree health care, or
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Other Post Employment Benefits). Using pension bonding is a question involving the City’s overall
unused bonding limit (presently $58 million), and depending on the amount bonded, would
correspondingly decrease the overall remaining bonding authority. This would impact potential use
of bonding to finance other city operations, such as infrastructure and OPEB bonding.
FHT Ninth Recommendation
Consistent with Recommendation 7, the City should engage expert financial analysts and bond
counsel to provide advice on this subject of long-term fiscal consequences of this critical matter,
in conjunction with overall competing budgetary and revenue projections, after receipt of the final
FHT recommendations.
10. Explore Financing mechanism for Police and Fire Services under 1988 PA 57.
This Act is titled “Emergency Services To Municipalities.” Historically, this act has been used to create
police and fire authorities which operate and administer combined police and fire services of
adjoining municipalities. Recently, in February 2015, the South Macomb Oakland Regional Services
Authority was formed. The Authority is comprised of two cities (Eastpointe and Hazel Park) that do
not adjoin and are in neighboring counties (Macomb and Oakland). The Authority is a collaborative
funding mechanism: the cities separately maintain their own fire departments, have their separate
dedicated millage, share administrative services and may jointly purchase. Under the Act, an
Authority may levy up to 20 mills, and the City’s millage limits are not affected. The Authority’s
request for 14 mills was approved by the voters in both cities. The millage ‘flows back’ to each
municipality as dedicated funds.
The City of Wayne (in Wayne County) recently asked to join the Authority, and the request was
approved by the governing bodies in Eastpointe and Hazel Park. In August, the City of Wayne
(Wayne County) voters will be asked to approve 14 mills for 18 years. In Wayne, the millage will be
dedicated to police and fire operations. IF the Wayne millage request fails, there will be no changes
to the existing Authority.
This Act offers interesting possibilities. In Hazel Park, the full 14 mills are levied. In Eastpointe,
while 14 mills are levied, there is a net 7 mill increase. The City previously levied a 9.8 mill special
assessment, and reduced it to 2.8 mills. This could be equally applied to existing millage levies.
FHT Tenth Recommendation
This item has been referred to the FHT’s Revenue Options Group. As of December 31, 2015, the
unfunded pension liabilities for the police and fire divisions was about $51 million (or about 63%) of
the overall $81 million in unfunded liabilities (Division 14 excluded). It is recommended that PA 57
be considered as part of potential options, in combination with Recommendations 7 and 9. END
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Communication and Services Group met multiple times
to address both city communications and the cost of
services in order to formulate recommendations. The
Group also hosted Citizen Forums at the Hannah Center
on June 15 and 29, October 20, November 14 and the
28th.
The Group approved the recommendations on
November 5th, as did the FHT subsequently on
November 14, 2016 by unanimous vote.
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Background & Scope
Members of the Economic Incentives Group decided to
help identify, quantify, understand, and communicate
how economic incentives granted by the East Lansing
City Council can help generate economic development
and improve the financial health of the City. The Group
met eight times to address these matters and formulate
the Group recommendations. The Group approved the
recommendations on November 2, 2016, and the
Financial Review Team’s unanimous approval was given
on November 14, 2016.

Group Actions
 Develop Interview Questions for Developers within
the State of Michigan
 Interview Developers
 Report Findings to Group
 Develop Interview questions for other identified
Cities
 Obtain information via interviews and group
sessions with City staff
 Interview to learn how the specified cities below go
about economic development
o Traverse City
o Grand Rapids
o Ann Arbor
o Kalamazoo
 Report Findings to the Group
 Request information on Tax Incentive Financing
(“TIF”) and Downtown Development Authority (“DDA”)
geographic areas. Review map of City’s DDA
boundaries
 Request asset map from the City
 Request information on how the addition of real
property
within each area identified assists with adding
East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark Meadows, Mayor
tax base to the City
Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik Altmann, Shanna Draheim and
Susan W. Woods.
 Review all available incentives
 Review how developing in one area of the City
versus another will impact the City and DDA

Development Incentives
Tricia Foster, Douglas Jester, Ray Vlasin, Mike Moquin
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The Group in making the Seven Recommendations that follow the below points, and the FHT in approving
them, have been guided by what it considers governing principles. These principles are multi-sourced,
and embrace Citizen input, personal observation, professional experiences, and academic commentary.
The order in which the following items appear are not intended as expressing any ranking in importance or
priority.
 Review and strengthen policies and procedures to guide development and redevelopment,
and which inform City staff, developers and citizens
 Reinforce importance of comprehensive planning, secondary effects and consequences,
looking beyond an individual site to consider its contribution to the community
 Develop local area development objectives for the different geographic areas of the city,
including for corridor and nodal development, e.g., where to locate returning alumni centers
or retiree centers, and the desirability of requiring that developments contain a minimum
percentage of units that are earmarked for low income residents, senior citizens, etc.
 Employ “request for qualifications” and then “request for proposals” from those meeting high
standards or those “pre-qualified with high standards”
 Conduct or secure financial analyses for viability of development to the City and and for
completion of the proposed development with resources available
 Develop an accessible electronic tracking system to cover all phases of project
application, review, approval and development
 Provide electronic “quick links” to specific information and requirements for developers
 Systematize opportunities for citizen review and input, recorded accurately, and to
accompany the development review and approval stages
 Create an environment in which the need for incentives can be judged openly and fairly
 Establish understanding that development incentives are one tool in economic development
 Revisit for clarity and transparency the policies, procedures and eligibility requirements for
incentives used by the DDA and Brownfield Redevelopment Authority (“Brownfield”), and
their availability to developers, City staff and citizenry
 Show clearly the magnitude of the city’s overall financial liabilities and how decisions about
incentives can complement or complicate the plan for dealing with those liabilities
 Establish guidelines about such elements as length of tax capture, actual costs to be
allowed, rate and magnitude of capture--to enhance workability and understanding
 Develop criteria to help judge whether properties, particularly those close to Michigan State
University (“MSU”), could develop without TIF or Brownfield incentives, or whether those
incentives likely will be required
 Make use of the market, particularly for “hot properties”, within the framework of
development objectives in local geographic areas and in the master plan, once revised
 Evaluate the economic viability of proposed projects requesting financial incentives, ensuring
that the regional market helps with sound allocation of resources, with a minimum of
incentive bias
 City, DDA and Brownfield to make sure that the project developer has explored all other
available private and public funding sources, as determined in consultation with City financial
staff
 Make use of “pro forma analysis” to ensure validity of incentives for the proposed project-appropriateness of incentives and the requested amounts
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 Refrain from granting financial incentives for uses fully supplied or oversupplied pursuant to
market indicators
 Determine whether the existing character of an eligible property is such that the
redevelopment activities would be severely limited or be prohibitive without Brownfield or TIF
tax capture
 In view of its severe financial challenges, the City will need to assess carefully the costs it
allows for tax capture and their magnitude, as it continues to treat expense reimbursement
on a case-by-case basis given the project’s benefits and costs to the City and the City’s
financial circumstances. Conversely, evaluate the result of a project versus no project on the
City’s bottom-line
 Improve trust throughout the development and redevelopment process by striving to achieve
transparency in all phases of the redevelopment and development process
o Increase the ease of access to information on development and incentive policies,
procedures, processes and requirements
o Strive to reduce uncertainty and ambiguity for developers, City staff and agencies.,
and the citizenry
o Set clear guidelines informing the developers, City staff and public how the
development process can and should work
o Show that when citizen input is sought it is retained accurately and shared with
appropriate City offices and agencies, and there is a clear attempt to make use of that
input by the City staff and agencies, prior to action before the City Council

Recommendations
1. Through City Development staff, utilize Real Estate Asset Map (link 1) (as annually updated by

City Assessor), Interview answers (link 2), City and Group input, and market statistics to initially
(and regularly) educate the City staff, council, and public on the impact of new development for
the City.
2. Utilize Real Estate Asset Map (link 1) and DDA boundary (link 3) to understand implications in
approving projects in each geographic location and how economic incentives may differ by
geography.
3. Through outreach and professional organizations in which City staff participate (eg, the Big 10
City Managers group), encourage best of class sharing of ideas with other like size and Big 10
University towns.
4. Through a process created by City Development staff as approved by Council, establish and
implement a plan to encourage long-term development within the City:
o Providing for flexibility with transparency in the process when considering incentives
o Improve number and quality of Developers through prequalification with high standards
o Empower and hold City employees accountable for the plan
5. Through clear Guidelines recommended by Development staff, communicate process and steps
leading to council approval, and streamline project approval process to assist in initial expense
containment for the Developer
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6. Have City Development staff target business, corporate, and institutional occupiers to determine
if any City real estate assets (link 1) could and should be utilized to encourage economic
development
7. Through direct collaborative meetings between the City and MSU Administration
o Identify complementary AND competing priorities held by the City and MSU
o Determine how MSU may play a greater role in improving economic development in the City

Attachments






Interview question and answers
Information from other cities
Asset Map
DDA Map; example – Developing inside or outside DDA boundaries
Incentive Example
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Background & Scope

Appointed Members
Michael J. Moquin, Chairperson
Former Chief General Counsel for the Michigan
Municipal Retirement System

Jill Rhode, Vice Chairperson
Director of Financial Services, Ingham County

Douglas Jester
Principal at 5 Lakes Energy; Former Mayor and City
Councilmember, City of East Lansing

Susan Haka
Ernst & Young Endowed Professor of Accounting, Eli
Broad College of Business at MSU

Revenue Options
Jill Rhode, Robert Kleine, Aaron Hicks, Mary Schulz,
Michael Moquin
Adjunct members -- Sue Haka and Ray Vlasin
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The Group’s charge: consider options for new or increased
revenues to stabilize City finances, potential budgetary
reductions, and other measures consistent with the need
to provide affordable and sustainable services to citizens
and Michigan State University, its students, personnel and
property within city boundaries. While the 2010 Census
indicates the City’s residents as 48,579, the aggregate
population served is well over 100,000 individuals due to
MSU’s presence. The challenge from a budgetary
perspective is that City services available to and enjoyed
by all within the City are paid for almost exclusively by
residents.

Aaron Harris
Financial Advisor at Northwestern Mutual

Tricia Foster
Senior Managing Director and Chief Operating
Officer, CBRE/Martin

Jeffrey Hicks
Vice President/Commercial Banking Officer at
Mercantile Bank of Michigan

Raymond D. Vlasin
Distinguished Professor Emeritus, MSU

Mary Schulz
Associate Director for the MSU Extension Center for
Local Government, Finance and Policy

Robert J. Kleine
Former Treasurer of the State of Michigan
East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark Meadows, Mayor
Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik Altmann, Shanna Draheim and
Susan W. Woods.

As part of its due diligence in gathering information, the
Group requested and received City Council approval to
retain consultants to study two specific subjects.

First, an Income Tax Feasibility Study (October 30,
2016) “Income Tax Study”) was conducted by Plante
Moran.

Second, the report Uncompensated Cost of
Michigan State University to City of East Lansing’s
Public Safety and DPW Budgets (October 31, 2016)
(“MSU Costs Study”) was conducted by Great Lakes
Economic Consulting, LLC.
Related to the MSU Cost
Study is an earlier report, Net Fiscal Impact of Michigan
State University on the City of East Lansing (June 23,
2006), prepared for the University by Anderson Economic
Group.
The Group met seven times in public session to address
these matters and formulate the Group recommendations.
The
Group
unanimously
approved
these
Recommendations on November 7, 2016, and the
Financial Review Team’s approval was given on
November 14, 2016.
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Observations on the City of East Lansing: Revenue Decreases and Constraints
 The State of Michigan has consistently underfunded Revenue Sharing for municipalities. The
devastating impact upon municipalities statewide is starkly presented in the April 2016 Michigan
Municipal League report prepared by Great Lakes Economic Consulting, LLC, Michigan’s Great
Disinvestment: How State Policies Have Forced Our Communities Into Fiscal Crisis.
http://www.savemicity.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/mml-glec-michigans-greatdisinvestment.pdf
“Since 2002, Michigan has led the nation in cuts to municipalities (see Exhibit 12). The Census of
Governments published every five years by the U.S. Census Bureau reported that from 2002 to 2012,
municipal revenue from state sources increased in forty-five states and the average increase was
48.1 percent. In Michigan, municipal revenue from state sources declined 56.9 percent from 2002 to
2012. [chart omitted]
California, Minnesota, Kansas, and Kentucky reduced state sources to municipalities by an average
of 9.41 percent. Kansas was the next largest decline at 14.3 percent – compared to a 56.9 percent
decline in Michigan.” (pp 32-33).
For the City of East Lansing for the period 2003-2015, the cumulative revenue sharing cuts is
estimated at almost $23 million dollars, according to the Michigan Municipal League:
http://www.savemicity.org/search-results/?local=East%20Lansing&county=Ingham.
Averaged over this 13 year span, the annual reduction is $1.77 million. The average understates the
snowballing magnitude of the reductions: in 2015, the City’s Revenue Sharing was reduced by
almost $3 million.
 Because of lower property values following the 2008 recession, lowered property tax valuations led
to substantially reduced revenues. From 2009-2016, East Lansing property values declined 5.7%.
General property tax revenues have declined from $16.5 million in 2010 (at 16.5912 mills) to
$16.1 million in 2016 (at 17.5891 mills).
The City’s charter authorized millage rate is 20 mills.
Due to the operation of the Headlee Amendment and Proposal A in concert with the 2008 Recession
and subsequent low inflation, the operative legal general operating millage rate has been 17.5891
mills since 2012, which reduces property tax revenue. Voter approval is necessary to reinstate the
20 mills authority (override the Headlee limit). Full levy of 20 mills would generate about $2.2
million in additional revenue (based on current valuation).
 Fire Protection Grants (1977 PA 289) have been underfunded substantially, like Revenue Sharing.
PA 289’s purpose is to reimburse municipalities that provide fire service to state institutions (such as
Michigan State
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University) located within their boundaries, under a formula where the grant approximates actual costs of
the service. For the twelve-year period 2004-2015, with total MSU-related fire service costs of almost
$27 million, the City’s total grants have been $13.25 million, and the underfunding $13.75 million. In
2015, the PA 289 grant was $1.123 million, $2.19 million below cost.
 The City subsidizes Fire Protection services for Michigan State University, as detailed in the MSU
Cost Study. In the late 1940’s, when City employees first participated in the Municipal Employees
Retirement System, President Hannah recognized the vital importance of Fire Protection services
rendered by the City, and entered into a Fire Contract providing the City for areas owned by MSU
outside City limits, with annual payments based on a formula. In 1999, the MSU payment was
$1,014,400; over the next several years, the payment was decreased substantially, and since 2003,
the annual payment has been $326,000. The MSU Cost Study estimates the annual cost of Fire
Services provided to the University as $3.24 million, minus offset of PA 289 grant funds and the fire
contract payment and other charges totaling $1.56 million, resulting in a net cost to the City of $1.68
million.

Recommendations
1. To maintain City services at the present level, IT IS RECOMMENDED that Council seek voter approval of
a City Income Tax WITH millage reduction based upon the residential income tax estimated to be paid.
The Income Tax Study, conducted at the request of the Revenue Group, was completed by Plante Moran on
October 30, 2016. Following the prior study performed in 1998, the City decided to not proceed further with the
process to submit to the voters. Since that time, City revenues have been constrained while expenses and
required payments have increased. The Income Tax Study calculates that the standard 1% tax on City residents
would generate about $5.3 million, and the standard 0.5% rate on nonresidents would yield $4.7 million, for a total
of about $10 million; this assumes the standard tax rate, and an exemption amount of $600. The Study further
calculates the Income Tax yield if the exemption amount is increased above $600. An increase in the exemption
amount will reduce the overall yield, as stated on p 4 of the Study.

As an integral part of this City Income Tax recommendation, an accompanying reduction in property tax
millage would substantially offset the estimated city income tax paid by residents. As an illustration, the
City Finance Department (on October 12, 2016, Attachment 1)) calculated a $5 million dollar decrease
in millage would reduce the current 17.5891 mills by 5.6034 mills, with a lowered new rate of 11.9857
mills. Depending on the ultimate exemption amount, and determination of the consequent estimated
residential income tax that will result, the millage reduction may be established. The millage reduction
will continue at the same rate going forward, and will not change in the future based upon the actual
residential income tax received by the City.
The millage reduction applies to all who pay property tax. As Attachment 1 indicates, 46% of the $5
million of millage reduction would apply to residential (homestead) property, and the remainder is spread
among other taxpayer categories. Persons and entities who own real property and do not end up paying
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or owing City income tax will also have the same millage reduction. This is commanded by principles of
equality of treatment for all who pay the same property tax rate.
The Study comprehensively states Administrative Issues and Policy Considerations for Council to
evaluate, and they will not be restated here. Implementation of an Income Tax requires not only Council
adoption of an Income Tax Ordinance, gathering of referendum signatures in support, and ultimately
voter approval. This is ultimately a political determination to be made by the City Council, with the
approval of the electorate.
The FHT is of the view that due to the exemption of University property from real property taxation, a city
income tax offers to the City perhaps the only legally available means to tax monies earned within the
City by all residents and nonresidents, and thus deserves serious consideration. The arguments on
behalf of not taxing MSU employees are primarily based on the rationale of the 2006 MSU Fiscal Impact
Study, that the University’s presence has a net positive financial impact on the City even after
consideration of actual direct City service costs. By extension then, University employee’s earnings
within the City ought not be taxed because the benefits conferred by the University are the cumulative
result of its employees work activities. However, the City cannot selectively choose to not tax based
upon who the employer is, while taxing all others with earnings within the City. While real property of
the University is exempt from taxation, the earnings within City limits of its employees are not exempt
from the reach of a duly-enacted City income tax. The FHT strongly encourages City Council to confer
with Michigan State University at its Quarterly Meetings on the 2016 MSU Cost Study and the 2006 MSU
Fiscal Impact Study, with a view towards mutually finding new and forward-looking ways of equitable
cost-sharing that meets the evolving needs of the University and the City.
In the implementation of an Income Tax, the City is encouraged to maximize collections and minimize
administrative expense by contracting with the State Treasurer for the State to administer and collect
the City Income tax. Finally, explore creation of a civic fund in which those persons and entities whose
millage reduction is in an amount greater than city income tax paid are encouraged to contribute.
2. As an alternative to Recommendation 1, seek voter-approval of a Headlee Rollback to reinstate
the City’s 20 mills charter authority. As stated in the Observations section, second arrow > above,
the current Headlee-restrained millage is 17.5891 mills, and a rollback to 20 mills would raise about $2.2
million. Consideration might be given to dedicating a portion of the increased millage revenues for
specified purposes, for example, 1 mill for infrastructure renewal, and .5 mills for maintenance of parks
and recreation.
3. Pension Legacy Cost Recommendation #10, Explore Financing Mechanism for Police and Fire
Services under 1988 PA 57, is incorporated, relied upon and specifically reaffirmed. In addition,
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FHT encourages the City Council to actively explore combination of services with neighboring
communities, in the areas of public safety, the district court, and other service consolidations.
4. The City Council is encouraged to continuously review fees for services and permits. The
expense of providing a City service or amenity should include the actual cost to the City,
including compensation and benefits. In fees, a nonresident participation fee may be to defray
expense, or equitably apportion fees between residents and nonresidents to defray expense. In permits,
the permit cost should approximate the actual cost to the City.
The FHT notes that the City is prohibited by State law from imposing a direct or excise tax on liquor,
wine, or beer. In other areas where State law authorizes imposition of fees for conducting an activity
allowed by the City, such as licensing and permit fees for marijuana dispensaries and related businesses,
the City should charge the maximum statutory fee or service-cost fee.
Citizens have advocated at FHT Citizen Forums potential areas where user fees could be charged for
an amenity desired by many, for example: annual or monthly 24-hour parking permits where a resident’s
vehicle (or vehicles) could be legally parked in the street(s) adjoining the residence.
5. In the context of Revenue Options, the second Recommendation of the Citizen Communications
and Services Group, for a 5% budget reduction, is noted with approval and endorsed.

Attachments
Attachment A: Income Tax Feasibility Study
Attachment B: Uncompensated Cost of Michigan State University to City of East Lansing’s Public Safety
and DPW Budgets
Attachment C: Net Fiscal Impact of Michigan State University on the City of East Lansing
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OPEB (OTHER POST EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS)
LEGACY COST RECOMMENDATIONS
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Principal at 5 Lakes Energy; Former Mayor and City
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Officer, CBRE/Martin

Jeffrey Hicks
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The Group’s charge: review the City’s retiree health care
benefits, and the legacy cost associated with those
benefits. Legacy cost is similarly determined for pension
benefits; the difference is that OPEB actuarial valuations
are done every two years, instead of annually.
Both
OPEB and pension valuations are similar in that they
determine the employer’s contribution rate for the
upcoming fiscal year (two fiscal years for OPEB).
The
City’s most recent OPEB valuation, covering two calendar
years through 12/31/2014, was released by the Actuary on
August 12, 2016. Prior to that date, the Team (and FHT)
had one meeting on OPEB.
After the valuation was
released, the Group met five more times. The Group
approved these Recommendations on November 28,
2016, and the Financial Health Team’s approval was given
on December 12, 2016.

Mary Schulz
Associate Director for the MSU Extension Center for
Local Government, Finance and Policy

Robert J. Kleine
Former Treasurer of the State of Michigan
East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark Meadows, Mayor
Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik Altmann, Shanna Draheim and
Susan W. Woods.

FHT Comments: Since July, 1993, the City has taken
many positive actions to limit or reduce future retiree
health care liabilities. Initially, retiree health care provided
at retirement with 25 years City service was at the City’s
expense. Starting in 1993, health care cost was shifted to
100% retiree expense for all new hires in 5 employee units,
and over the years, the same change has occurred in other
groups, and now applies to 12 of the City’s 21 employee
units (Attachment 1). Where the retiree pays 100% of the
cost of retiree health insurance, the City incurs no OPEB
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liability. Active management of health plan design including deductibles and copays for active employees
and retirees is a key part of the City’s labor-management Health Care Task Force (Attachment 2). The City
first began to prefund its retiree health care liabilities in 2008, and has made periodic contributions as
finances permit since, and the retiree health care trust account now has over $13 million in assets
(Attachment 3).
It is clear to FHT that the City has for many years proactively managed its health care costs and future
liabilities, and the City is congratulated for those actions. For most Michigan municipalities providing retiree
health care benefits, OPEB liabilities are greater than pension liabilities, with no prefunding: but not in East
Lansing. This does not mean that no more remains to be done; there is, and on a continuous basis. Without
these prior actions, the City’s OPEB plan overall, and amount of unfunded liabilities would be considerably
greater and even more difficult to address.

Health Care Benefits in Michigan
Public sector pensions in Michigan have been required to be prefunded since January 1, 1964, when Article
9 section 24 of the Michigan Constitution of 1964 took effect. Prefunding sets aside funds today to pay for
future retirement benefits earned in the current fiscal year, plus an additional contribution for any unfunded
liabilities of the plan. Pension contributions are placed in a pension trust, and may only be used for payment
of the employer’s retirement obligations.
Until about 20 years ago, it was very uncommon for a public employer to prefund retiree health care
obligations, which have no prefunding requirement like pensions. Typically, retiree health care (OPEB)
plans were ‘pay as you go’, meaning payment of health care premiums coming due each year, with no
prefunding monies set aside. Nationally, over the last 20 years, there has been increasing recognition of
the growing retiree health care liabilities for municipalities. A Michigan law was enacted to allow for creation
of municipal retiree health care trust funds; this is an option, not a requirement. The City is a member of
MERS (Municipal Employees Retirement System), and about 10 years ago, MERS created the Retiree
Health Funding Vehicle (RHFV). The RHFV is a retiree health care trust fund, and the City began
participating when the City first began setting aside prefunding monies shortly after opening its account in
October, 2008.
Recently, Michigan State University Extension Service’s Center for Local Government Finance and Policy
released its report, Legacy Costs Facing Michigan Municipalities (January 8, 2016):
http://msue.anr.msu.edu/uploads/resources/pdfs/GMI_044_Legacy_Costs_WP-AA.pdf

The report found that OPEB (and not pension) cost for many municipalities as their most significant legacy
cost. The average funding level for 300 OPEB plans in the state was 14%, compared to 80% for pension
plans. The average OPEB unfunded liability was three times (3x) larger than pension unfunded liabilities,
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and was nearing $11 billion overall. The report also found that 49% of OPEB plans have no assets set
aside in trust. In East Lansing, in major part due to requiring retirees and spouses to pay 100% of the cost
of medical insurance for those hired in many employee divisions after a date certain (beginning in 1993),
and limiting health care to those who work at least 25 years for the City, the situation is reversed: East
Lansing pension plan unfunded liabilities of $80 million are twice the amount of unfunded health care
liabilities of $40 million.

East Lansing OPEB valuation information
Since the mid-2000’s, governmental OPEB plans have actuarial valuations performed, and East Lansing
has OPEB valuations done every two calendar years as required by the Governmental Accounting
Standards Board (GASB) rules. The most recent OPEB valuation for the City covered calendar 2013 and
2014, and is dated December 31, 2014 (Attachment 4). This report was released on August 12, 2016. The
report indicated an actuarial accrued liability of $54 million. As with pensions, OPEB assets and liabilities
are exclusively those of the municipality providing retiree health care. MERS invests the trust assets in
RHFV on behalf of the City. The City has made periodic contributions to its RHFV trust; as of December 31,
2014, the trust had assets of $13.073 million (2014 valuation, p 2). Thus, with an accrued liability of $54
million, and assets of $13.1 million, the unfunded accrued liability was just under $41 million, and the funded
ratio of the plan was 24.2%. It is noted that the discount rate (rate of assumed investment return) was
reduced in the 2014 report from the prior 7.5% to 7%, which in and of itself increased plan liabilities by about
7% ($3.4 million of the total $6.3 million increase).
In the prior OPEB valuation dated December 31, 2012 (Attachment 5) (using the higher rate of 7.5%), the
actuarial accrued liability was $47.7 million RHFV assets were $7.6 million, resulting in unfunded liability
of $40.3 million, and a funded ration of 15.8%. (2012 valuation, p 2).
In comparing the 2012 and 2014 OPEB valuations:
 RHFV trust assets markedly increased in the 2014 OPEB valuation by $5.5 million, to $13.1 million.
The City made additional contributions to its RHFV account in 2013 and 2014. Complete details are
in Attachment 3.
 Unfunded liability was $40.3 million in 2012, and just under $41 million in 2014.
 It is useful to compare future premium cost projections in the two reports for FY 2016-2020, as they
forecast a slightly decreasing trend largely due to lower actual medical rates than earlier projected
(2014 valuation, p A-4).
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2014@B-1

$2.993
$3.241
$3.487
$3.719
$3.905

Improvement

$2.799
$3.048
$3.307
$3.557
$3.758

$.194
$.193
$.180
$.162
$.147

Beginning in 2025, the 2014 valuation projection ($4.622 million) is slightly higher than the 2012 valuation
projection ($4.598); and in the last year where there are comparative projections (2033), the 2014 valuation
figure is $5.271 million, and the 2012 figure is $5.048 million. The Health Care Inflation Rates assumptions
are comparable in both valuations (p F-8 in both reports).

Snapshot of covered individuals and age
As of 12/31/2014 (valuation, p E-3), there were 302 health care retiree and beneficiaries covered. There
were 96 with one-person coverage, 126 with two-person coverage, and 80 who have opted- out or were
ineligible but may potentially return to the plan in the future. There are also 14 retirees who will become
eligible when they begin receiving their MERS pension based on at least 25 years’ City service. For the
302 active city employees who may work 25 years and be entitled to future health benefits, 123 retirees &
spouses must pay 100% of the health benefit cost (2014 valuation, p E-2)—this group creates no OPEB
liability.
Of the 222 retirees/beneficiaries, (302-80 opt-out or ineligible = 222) receiving health benefits, 101 (46%)
were born before 1942, and thus are at least age 74 (MERS 12/31/2014 Interest and Valuation data). The
oldest individual covered was born in 1919; and 64 of the 222 covered (29%) are age 80 or older.

Recommendations
1. For current employees in those divisions where the City will pay 100% or 97% of the cost once
entitled to retiree health benefit coverage, bargain to implement a minimum of 10% retiree &
spouse share of the cost. State of Michigan Civil Service employees and retirees pay 10% of the
cost of retiree health care, until Medicare coverage begins, then the State pays the expense for a
secondary-to-Medicare Part B and D plan.
2. Study moving Medicare-eligible retirees from the present Medicare Advantage Plan to a
comparable Medigap plan.
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3. Study the feasibility of not requiring any contributions from a retiree/spouse upon reaching
age 75.
4. Establish and monitor a robust program for verifying beneficiary health care entitlement (must
be married at MERS retirement date); and annual verification of no health coverage available at
either the retiree’s or spouse’s current, post-retirement place of employment. Additionally,
implement (if not in place a ‘death check’ program) using the Social Security database (perhaps
MERS’ database) to promptly remove a deceased retiree/spouse from health coverage.
5. Bonding for OPEB under 2012 PA 329 is NOT recommended.
The Pension Plan
Recommendations, #6, 7 and 9 discussed, and #9 did recommend, that pension bonding be explored
by the City. OPEB total liability is $54 million, with $13 million in assets, and unfunded liability of
$41 million. In contrast, pension plan total liability is $182 million, with $100 million in plan assets,
and unfunded liability of almost $82 million. The City has made considerable strides in revising retiree
health care availability in many employee groups, increasing the retiree/spouse contributions, raising
the earliest age for health care benefits to be provided, and a host of other actions. For all these
reasons, all actions which can further decrease plan liabilities should be explored and taken and the
impact assessed on OPEB liabilities, prior to serious consideration of future OPEB bonding.
6. The City is encouraged to redouble its cost containment initiatives with its Health Care Task
Force, as it is clear that such efforts have a measurable positive impact in decreasing (or
severely limiting any increase in) actuarial OPEB liabilities. Some areas to explore are: over the
phone medical assistance, self-insured options, City directly employing physicians (as in a Citysponsored medical clinic), consumer cost comparison for costly services with a sharing of the savings
going back to the user. Such actions open up possibilities for the adding of such ‘savings’ as RHFV
contributions so that payment toward the unfunded liabilities may occur, the funded level increase,
and required City contributions become more stable and level.

Attachments
1. East Lansing retiree health care entitlement, and share of cost apportioned between City and
Retiree/Spouse.
2. Chronology of City actions managing retiree, and active employee, health care benefits.
3. City of East Lansing Retiree Health Funding Vehicle (RHFV) trust detail (through June 30, 2016).
4. December 31, 2014 OPEB Actuarial Valuation, City of East Lansing.
5. December 31, 2012 OPEB Actuarial Valuation, City of East Lansing.
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Background & Scope
The Group met eleven times in public session to address
these
matters
and
formulate
the
Group
recommendations.
The Group approved these
Recommendations on December 5, 2016, and the
Financial Review Team’s approval was given on
December 12, 2016.

Guiding Principles
In making the Five Recommendations below, the Group,
and the FHT in approving them, have been guided by
principles of infrastructure development, maintenance,
and renewal. These principles flow from Citizen input,
community service, personal observations, professional
expertise and academic commentary. The order in which
the following principles appear is intentional, and
deliberate.
1. Community infrastructure is one of the primary
functions of local government.

East Lansing City Council: Mayor Mark Meadows, Mayor
Pro Tem Ruth Beier, Erik Altmann, Shanna Draheim and
Susan W. Woods.

2. Physical wear and aging of public infrastructure is
an ongoing cost, which must eventually be paid either
through repair and replacement, or loss of services.
Failure to budget for repair and replacement does not
avoid this cost, just defers it. We must be proactive about
our repairs and replacements to infrastructure because to
act when items fail substantially increases their total cost
of replacement--the cost of the emergency service and
the cost of materials to be replaced. Failure to be
intentionally proactive means that current citizens are
enjoying the use of these assets but expecting future
citizens (or their future selves) to pay for higher cost of
replacement or suffer loss of service.
3. Benefits of new or replaced assets accrue to
citizens after the assets are created, making it natural to
incur debt to pay for an asset and repay the debt over the
expected life of the asset.

4. For a category of assets that is extensive and
either need not or cannot be entirely built or replaced all at once, annual replacement of a portion of
the assets at a rate corresponding to the expected life of the assets in the category is a natural

policy that asks each generation of citizens to pay a fair amount for their current use of the assets.
Thus, for example, if streets must be repaved once every 20 years, current citizens paying to
repave 1/20th of current streets each year is equitable in relation to future citizens.
5. When the community is in arrears of its obligation to maintain community assets and needs to catch
up on this obligation, there are two basis strategies available:
a. Begin financing asset replacement at the long-term cyclic rate, while suffering a reduced
level of service until the catching-up process is completed after a full cycle. For example,
repaving 1/20th of street miles per year for 20 years will eventually achieve the level of
service that is supported by a 20-year life cycle.
b. Borrow funds to catch up in the short term, repaying that debt over a period of 20 years.
This approach rapidly restores the desired level of service but incurs the financing cost of
debt in addition to repayment of principal equivalent to cyclic replacement of assets as a
current outlay.
6. Financing infrastructure with debt imposes a discipline of repayment on the community, while use
of general revenue to periodically replace infrastructure invites deferral until asset condition is
critical. Deferral is especially attractive during recessions, but recessions are also the time when
construction and asset purchases are cheapest and when debt financing terms are most favorable,
if financing is available.
7. Given the debt limits of the City of East Lansing (presently, about $50 million), and other potential
demands on the City’s finances, we do not believe that a debt-based infrastructure finance strategy
is viable or desirable.
8. To better inform City Council and the community of the status of asset reinvestment, the City’s
annual budget should report both the current year deficit or excess of asset replacement compared
to target rates of replacement and the accumulated deficit or excess of asset replacement. These
should be reported both in physical terms (miles of streets that should be repaved and are behind
replacement schedule) and in terms of current year cost to stay on replacement schedule and to
catch up with replacement schedule.
9. Asset replacement schedules should be initially established as follows with implied annual
replacement budgets:
a. Water and Sewer Infrastructure funded through utility rate increases.
b. Streets and sidewalks: state funding is insufficient, about $1.5 million annually from general
fund of City to supplement state funds. Sidewalk expense partially offset by special
assessment on landowner. Need for dedicated fund.
c. Parks and Recreation facilities, and capital improvements, largely from City general fund:
Necessary repairs for existing parks and facilities. Need for dedicated fund.
d. Governmental buildings: Necessary repairs. General fund, or ballot proposal.

10. As a means of establishing a discipline that current citizens pay for replacement of current wear
and aging of public assets, we recommend the City seek to finance asset repair and replacement
with dedicated funding not usable for other purposes. This funding should be calibrated to the
City’s required long-term cyclic rate of asset replacement, but funds should be annually allocated
and expended based on asset condition and importance so that service levels are restored as
expeditiously as possible within the available funding.
11. Since the replacement of some future assets is uncertain, provision should be made for some
accumulation of reserves for future asset replacement and for short-term borrowing to be repaid
from the available dedicated revenues. The capacity to manage and the timing of cash-flow,
however, should not be used to add to the City’s asset inventory and replacement obligations
unless a corresponding increase in asset management revenue is provided or expected within the
same fiscal year.

Recommendations for Infrastructure, and Parks and Recreation
1. Water and Sewer: We recommend that all necessary work and projects be financed by
 State Revolving Fund bonds for sewers, waste water recovery facilities, and water
system improvements, and
 Increases in water and sewer rates.
We endorse the November 21, 2016 Memorandum from the Director of Public Works, (Attachment 1, p 3)
projecting water and sewer rate increases over 8 years, to finance completion of the required projects
within 24 years.
2. For Streets and Sidewalks: We recommend creation of a dedicated fund, with Voter
approval. Dedicated revenue sources are not dependent on the City’s General Fund on
which there are multiple competing demands. A dedicated fund is essential for a disciplined
and sustainable continuous schedule of street and sidewalk replacement, maintenance, repair
and upkeep. We endorse Attachment 1, p 3, to finance street and sidewalk work on a 24-year
cycle: with dedicated funding, annual (and variable) general fund financing of $1.8 million to
$2.1 million projected over 8 years will not be required.
3. Parks and Recreation (including Hannah Community Center): We recommend creation of
a dedicated fund, with voter approval. Dedicated revenue sources are not dependent on
the City’s General Fund on which there are multiple competing demands. A dedicated
fund is essential for a disciplined and sustainable continuous schedule of ongoing necessary
repairs to Parks and Recreation facilities. We endorse the November 22, 2016 Memorandum
from Timothy McCaffrey, Director of Parks & Recreation, detailing Capital Reinvestment
“Necessary” Needs for Facilities on a recommended 15-year cycle, and “Necessary” capital
improvements replacement schedule on a the recommended 25-year cycle.

4. Dedicated funds to implement Recommendations 2 and 3 could be created as a
component of a Headlee Rollback re-instating the City’s 20 mill charter authority (from
the present 17.5891 mills), with millage revenues generated by 2.4109 mills spread on an
annual basis into separate funds:
 Infrastructure Fund, 1.6876 mills (about $1.8 million), and
 Parks and Recreation Fund, 0.7233 mills (about $633,000).
This recommendation might mean that each year, transfer of about $267,000 from the general
fund would be needed (difference between dedicated amounts in Recommendations 4 and 5), after
it has been determined that project efficiencies or other sources of funds are not available. This
details Revenue Recommendation #2.
5. Dedicated funds to implement Recommendations 2 and 3 could be created as a
component of a voter-approved City Income Tax (with, or without, a residential property
tax millage reduction), with income tax revenues of $2.7 million spread on an annual
basis into separate dedicated funds:
 Infrastructure Fund $1.9 million, and
 Parks and Recreation Fund, $800,000.
This details Revenue Recommendation #1.

Attachments
1. Memorandum to FHT from Scott House, Director of Public Works, Infrastructure Needs –
Water, Sewer, Streets and Sidewalk and Rate Impacts (November 21, 2016).
2. Memorandum spreadsheet to FHT from Timothy McCaffrey, Director, Parks & Recreation
(November, 2016).

